
M A R I A  A L Q U I C I R A
P O R T F O L I O



Maria Alquicira was born and raised in
Mexico where her curiosity for art
started. She then studied Arts and
Culture in Rome and is currently living
in Dallas. 

Passionate about art and businesses
she has developed professionally in the
arts and culture sphere through her art
practice and in business through her
job at one of the biggest movie theater
companies in the world.

This project is all about a determination
to set her life purpose to make art part
of our daily lives. 

BIO

my art journey here!



I reject the need of definition in style at
this stage of my career. Hence I
continue to learn any and all subject
matters and mediums that my mind
guides me towards to.

These are my artworks and they tell my
story as I fuel my mind researching and
experiencing emotions to discover new
perspectives and to connect with
people. 

My art presents visual encounters to
enhance our own perspectives to sync
with new thoughts. My main goal is to
help us recognizing the power of art
being part of our daily lives and the
source of inspiration it brings to our
spaces and souls.

ARTIST STATEMENT

Photo by TL Robertson Photography



Master in Arts & Management, Rome Business School, Italy.

MOMA Abstract Expressionism diploma.

Bachelor in International Relations and Trade- Mexico

ACADEMICS

2022. "F*KU"", M.A.D.S. Milan, Italy

2022. "Eclipse",  Galeria Azur. Madrid, Spain

2021. Nina Berenato. Austin, United States

2019. Industrious . Dallas, United States

2018. The Carmen. Playa del Carmen, Mexico

2017. Villa Giulia . Rome, Italy

2016 . ORIGO . Morelia, Mexico

EXHIBITIONS

2022. House & Garden, Condé Nast

PRESS



Art is extraordinary but it can be overwhelming and

daunting. That's why I created The Abstract Journey, a

project to help anyone to approach art without worrying

about wether they already have artworks or if they have any

art background.

My goal in life is to make the art purchasing experience easy

and fun so we can focus on our journey to discover which

type of art fulfills us the most. 

THE ABSTRACT JOURNEYSTAGE 1
ART-FRESH

STAGE 2
ART-ENTHUSIAST

STAGE 3
ART-SUPPORTER

STAGE 4
ART-COLLECTOR



P O R T F O L I O

A R T W O R K S  C A T E G O R I Z E D  B Y  S T Y L E .  
E A C H  P I E C E  H A S  A  L I N K  A N D  I N D I C A T E S  I T ' S  S T A G E  I N  T H E  A R T  J O U R N E Y .



2022 comes with 1 main resolution for me: to be able to keep my mind in the present 
and enjoy each moment. And even though this might sound hollow, enjoying the 

present moment is an ability that I haven't been able to develop during my 31 years on 
this planet. You hear about this everyday and everywhere with mindfulness becoming 

trendy but when you think about it, it really is a practice that has been admired and 
pursue for centuries and a challenge that presses art nowadays due to the need of 

constantly creating for the sake of Social Media. Well not on 2022. Not for me.
 

The making of this collection was a living practice of this goal as I exposed myself to a 
brand new style and use of tools. I learnt how to planned but harmonize the outcome 
with flexibility to let the canvas and the painting to create each other. I definitely had 

to work on focusing on the present brush stroke and not the next move or color. 
Definitely a challenging collection that helped me to translate the thoughts and 

emotions I'll be working on everyday as it goes by.
 

I hope you enjoy my 6am, 12pm, 7pm and 1am.

New collection: January 2022
A DAY IN THE LIFE



Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 30W x 48 H x 1.5 in

Year: 2022

6:00 am

 Thoughts and emotions to work on everyday at 6 am:

SUBJECT MATTER

DAY

Refreshed thoughts.
Calmness.
Serenity.
Intentionality.

"I don't carry the burden of what didn't work out as
planned  the day before and I set my mind to focus on
making improvements on each action today."

LINK TO ARTWORK
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https://alquicirafineart.com/products/a-day-in-the-life-6am


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 30W x 48 H x 1.5 in

Year: 2022

12:00 pm

SUBJECT MATTER

DAY

 Thoughts and emotions to work on everyday at 12 pm:

Focus.
Organization.
Motion.
Flexibility.

"My mind is set to improve and enjoy each action and
development the day brings. I recognize the benefits of
my planning and organization but I also enjoy and
recognize my learning process.¨

LINK TO ARTWORK
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/a-day-in-the-life-12-00-pm


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 30W x 48 H x 1.5 in

Year: 2022

7:00 pm

SUBJECT MATTER

NIGHT

 Thoughts and emotions to work on everyday at 7 pm:

Sense of accomplishment.
Recognition of progress.
Unwind.
Introspection.

"I respect the pauses needed throughout the day and
understand the importance of achieving harmony
among all tasks. I value the moment to leave the
activities on their current status to continue the next
day and I celebrate the advances of today.¨

LINK TO ARTWORK
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/a-day-in-the-life-7-00-pm


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 30W x 48 H x 1.5 in

Year: 2022

1:00 am

SUBJECT MATTER

NIGHT

 Thoughts and emotions to work on everyday at 1 am:

Recovery.
Quietness.
Dreams & objectives.
Acceptance.

"I recognize the importance of steadiness as an actual
happening that brings stabilization and balance to my
mind to recuperate and be ready for the next cycle."

LINK TO ARTWORK
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/day-in-the-life-1-00-am


PREVIOUS 
COLLECTIONS 

BY STYLES
2019-2021

Photo by TL Robertson Photography



I like moving away from the brush and free the
movement in my hands and body to create texture in
the stories  I translate into the canvas.

Each line denotes moments when my mind decides it's
time to entwine colors to create a path for the
spectator's eyes to move  around the story being told.

This style is mostly used when my life is going through
major events as a coping mechanism for me to process
and breakthrough challenges. 

IDENTITY
PALETTE KNIFES, MOVEMENT AND TEXTURE



Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 18 W x 24 H x 1 in

Year: 2021

EVOLUTION 3

After a year of pandemic (and still living through it) I
acknowledge every day how much I've got to know
myself and how much I've grown. It has been painful
but creations and healing resemble the process of
destruction. Hence one of my biggest lessons has been
working on my personal awareness and of my
surroundings. It was a breakthrough when I realized
that it was reflecting on my creations and I'm very
proud to present this collection to you (which I'm sure
will keep on adding pieces for many, many days).

I hope that this piece reminds you that everything is
dynamic and that no matter how difficult things seem
to be, they will always pass by and we will pass through.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

REPRESENTED BY
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/evolution-3


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 18 W x 24 H x 1 in

Year: 2021

EVOLUTION 4

After a year of pandemic (and still living through it) I
acknowledge every day how much I've got to know
myself and how much I've grown. It has been painful
but creations and healing resemble the process of
destruction. Hence one of my biggest lessons has been
working on my personal awareness and of my
surroundings. It was a breakthrough when I realized
that it was reflecting on my creations and I'm very
proud to present this collection to you (which I'm sure
will keep on adding pieces for many, many days).

I hope that this piece reminds you that everything is
dynamic and that no matter how difficult things seem
to be, they will always pass by and we will pass through.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

REPRESENTED BY
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/evolution-4


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 18 W x 24 H x 1 in

Year: 2021

THE BEAUTY AND THE SIMPLE 1

After a year of pandemic (and still living through it) I
have learnt to appreciate and be thankful for simplicity.
From things I buy to my thoughts, simplicity has been a
goal of mine to value what I have, my surroundings and
it has been key on my learning path to appreciates
processes. With this collection I'm hoping that you
remember that there are simple things that can make
you smile (look around!).

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/the-beauty-and-the-simple-1


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 10 W x 10 H x 1 in

Year: 2021

THE BEAUTY AND THE SIMPLE 4

After a year of pandemic (and still living through it) I
have learnt to appreciate and be thankful for simplicity.
From things I buy to my thoughts, simplicity has been a
goal of mine to value what I have, my surroundings and
it has been key on my learning path to appreciates
processes. With this collection I'm hoping that you
remember that there are simple things that can make
you smile (look around!).

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

REPRESENTED BY

AR
T-
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/the-beauty-and-the-simple-3


Painting: Oil on canvas
Size: 40 W x 30 H x 2 in

Year: 2020

ABOUT CHAOS AND CREATION

Greek Mythology constantly appears as a source of
inspiration in my artworks. I like translating one of
the oldest forms of storytelling with a twist of my
own interpretation. It continues to amaze me how
the Greeks used these stories to lecture us centuries
ago and how all the myths still make sense to
nowadays society. 

"First there was Chaos, the vast immeasurable abyss,
outrageous as a sea, dark, wasteful, dark. From
darkness and from death Love was born, and with its
birth, order and beauty began to banish blind
confusion. Love created Light with its companion,
radiant Day."
Edith Hamilton, Mythology

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

REPRESENTED BY
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/about-chaos-and-creation


Painting: Oil on canvas
Size: 35.8 W x 35.8 H x 1.6 in

Year: 2020

THE PEACE OF WILD THINGS

Inspired in the feelings and thoughts currently being
faced by all humans to cope with lockdowns and
uncertainty. Blue can be a color that evoques feelings
of safety or danger which make it one of the most
dynamic colors. The combination of explosive
movements achieved by the use of wedges and
transparencies made with linseed oil aim to have the
spectator connecting with a sense of hope within
chaos.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

REPRESENTED BY
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/the-peace-of-wild-things


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 20 W x 20 H x 1 in

Year: 2020

MNEMOSYNE

Greek Mythology constantly appears as a source of
inspiration in my artworks. I like translating one of the
oldest forms of storytelling with a twist of my own
interpretation

"She was the Titan goddess of memory and invented
language and words. She represented the rote
memorization required to preserve the stories of
history and the sagas of myth before the introduction
of writing." 
Dictionary of Greek.

The diverse focal points represent different timelines
and places or frontiers to depict her two biggest
creations: memory and language.

SUBJECT MATTER

SOLD
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Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 20 W x 16 H x 1 in

Year: 2019

GRAND BAZZAR

Inspired in a trip to Turkey, Istanbul's Grand Bazaar is
the inspiration for this panting that aims to immerse
the spectator in a similar experience people have when
visiting this place; an explosion of colors, aromas and
sounds that stimulate our senses.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/grand-bazaar


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 24 W x 18 H x 1 in

Year: 2019

HORIZONTE

Our destinations shouldn't be seen as flat but rather as
dynamic stations that will vibrate as we navigate them.
Just as life, this canvas is not static and aims to vibrate
along with the spectator.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/horizonte


Still moving away from the use of brushes, I use spatulas
to create statement moments throughout the canvas.

Each block represents a part of the story where a spent
more time at. These blocks create moments for the
spectator to take a pause and enjoy the moment to
analyze what is happening within each block in the
painting.

This style is mostly used when I'm going through a
highly productive stage in my life creating blocks out of
the need of planning and organizing my strategies and
ideas to evolve to the next stage in my life.

IDENTITY
SPATULAS AND BLOCKS



Painting: Mixed media on 
canvas (frame not included)

Size: 10 W x 10 H
Year: 2021

VILLA D'ESTE 2

Recently I've been highly inspired by memories and
that includes an amazing spot on earth that has a
special place in my heart: Villa d'Este in Tivoly, Italy.

While living in Rome I came to this place to escape the
summer heat with its palace and gardens, and to
pretend I was part of the Renaissance culture at its
most refined. It's innovative design along with the
architectural components in the garden ignited my
thoughts.

This collection reflects my experience in what was my
¨piccolo¨ space of an Italian 16th-century garden,
where my eyes were exposed to the brightest sun, the
bluest water and the hottest sunsets.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/villa-d-este-2


Painting: Mixed media on 
canvas (frame not included)

Size: 10 W x 10 H
Year: 2021

VILLA D'ESTE 3

Recently I've been highly inspired by memories and
that includes an amazing spot on earth that has a
special place in my heart: Villa d'Este in Tivoly, Italy.

While living in Rome I came to this place to escape the
summer heat with its palace and gardens, and to
pretend I was part of the Renaissance culture at its
most refined. It's innovative design along with the
architectural components in the garden ignited my
thoughts.

This collection reflects my experience in what was my
¨piccolo¨ space of an Italian 16th-century garden,
where my eyes were exposed to the brightest sun, the
bluest water and the hottest sunsets.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

AR
T-
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H

https://theabstractjourney.com/products/villa-d-este-3


Painting: Mixed media on 
canvas (frame not included)

Size: 10 W x 10 H
Year: 2021

VILLA D'ESTE 4

Recently I've been highly inspired by memories and
that includes an amazing spot on earth that has a
special place in my heart: Villa d'Este in Tivoly, Italy.

While living in Rome I came to this place to escape the
summer heat with its palace and gardens, and to
pretend I was part of the Renaissance culture at its
most refined. It's innovative design along with the
architectural components in the garden ignited my
thoughts.

This collection reflects my experience in what was my
¨piccolo¨ space of an Italian 16th-century garden,
where my eyes were exposed to the brightest sun, the
bluest water and the hottest sunsets.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

AR
T-
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H

https://theabstractjourney.com/products/villa-d-este-4


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 10 W x 10 H x 1 in

Year: 2021

THE BEAUTY AND THE SIMPLE 2

After a year of pandemic (and still living through it) I
have learnt to appreciate and be thankful for simplicity.
From things I buy to my thoughts, simplicity has been a
goal of mine to value what I have, my surroundings and
it has been key on my learning path to appreciates
processes. With this collection I'm hoping that you
remember that there are simple things that can make
you smile (look around!).

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

AR
T-
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ES

H

https://theabstractjourney.com/products/the-beauty-and-the-simple-2


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 10 W x 10 H x 1 in

Year: 2021

THE BEAUTY AND THE SIMPLE 3

After a year of pandemic (and still living through it) I
have learnt to appreciate and be thankful for simplicity.
From things I buy to my thoughts, simplicity has been a
goal of mine to value what I have, my surroundings and
it has been key on my learning path to appreciates
processes. With this collection I'm hoping that you
remember that there are simple things that can make
you smile (look around!).

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

REPRESENTED BY

AR
T-
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ES

H

https://theabstractjourney.com/products/the-beauty-and-the-simple-4


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 10 W x 10 H x 1 in

Year: 2021

THE BEAUTY AND THE SIMPLE 5

After a year of pandemic (and still living through it) I
have learnt to appreciate and be thankful for simplicity.
From things I buy to my thoughts, simplicity has been a
goal of mine to value what I have, my surroundings and
it has been key on my learning path to appreciates
processes. With this collection I'm hoping that you
remember that there are simple things that can make
you smile (look around!).

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

REPRESENTED BY

AR
T-

FR
ES

H

https://theabstractjourney.com/products/the-beauty-and-the-simple-5


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 10 W x 10 H x 1 in

Year: 2021

THE BEAUTY AND THE SIMPLE 6

After a year of pandemic (and still living through it) I
have learnt to appreciate and be thankful for simplicity.
From things I buy to my thoughts, simplicity has been a
goal of mine to value what I have, my surroundings and
it has been key on my learning path to appreciates
processes. With this collection I'm hoping that you
remember that there are simple things that can make
you smile (look around!).

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

REPRESENTED BY

AR
T-
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ES

H

https://theabstractjourney.com/products/the-beauty-and-the-simple-6


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 10 W x 10 H x 1 in

Year: 2021

EVOLUTION 1

After a year of pandemic (and still living through it) I
acknowledge every day how much I've got to know
myself and how much I've grown. It has been painful
but creations and healing resemble the process of
destruction. Hence one of my biggest lessons has been
working on my personal awareness and of my
surroundings. It was a breakthrough when I realized
that it was reflecting on my creations and I'm very
proud to present this collection to you (which I'm sure
will keep on adding pieces for many, many days).

I hope that this piece reminds you that everything is
dynamic and that no matter how difficult things seem
to be, they will always pass by and we will pass through.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

REPRESENTED BY

AR
T-
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H

https://theabstractjourney.com/products/evolution-1


LINK TO ARTWORK

Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 10 W x 10 H x 1 in

Year: 2021

EVOLUTION 2

After a year of pandemic (and still living through it) I
acknowledge every day how much I've got to know
myself and how much I've grown. It has been painful
but creations and healing resemble the process of
destruction. Hence one of my biggest lessons has been
working on my personal awareness and of my
surroundings. It was a breakthrough when I realized
that it was reflecting on my creations and I'm very
proud to present this collection to you (which I'm sure
will keep on adding pieces for many, many days).

I hope that this piece reminds you that everything is
dynamic and that no matter how difficult things seem
to be, they will always pass by and we will pass through.

SUBJECT MATTER

REPRESENTED BY

AR
T-
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/evolution-2


Painting: Acrylics on canvas
Size: 24 W x 36 H x 1 in

Year: 2019

RAILROADS

Love is one of the most mysterious things in life and
has been addressed from different perspective since
ancient times. But a truth we know about love is that is
has more chances to be successful when each person
fully accepts the combination and complexity from one
another.

Two paths can be combined, but that would never
remove our previous and future ones. That's where the
main beauty of love relies.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/railroads


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 16 W x 20 H x 1 in

Year: 2019

OUR PATHS

Life is better lived when we realize and accept that
there's not one path only but several ones that will
cross our way while we live our present and building our
future.

Some last longer that others but at the end they're all
interconnected and represent the experiences that
make us who we are.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/our-paths


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 18 W x 24 H x 1 in

Year: 2019

INVIERNO 2

This painting aims to portray the transition between
fall and winter. One of the changes along the year when
people's feelings of longingness increase with the
desire to reunite with the love ones.

SUBJECT MATTER

SOLD

AR
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Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 20 W x 16 H x 1 in

Year: 2019

SHIMAMURA

One of the main characters of Snow Country, a novel by
Yasunari Kawabata, is constantly wandering among
two realities trying to define the reason why he would
like to stay in one. The question about whether we stay
in one place because we want to or because it has
already become a comfortable decision is constantly
explored in this canvas.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

AR
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/shimamura


Painting: Acrylic on canvas
Size: 16 W x 20 H x 1 in

Year: 2019

FEATHERS

Having the ability of being light as a feather to flow
with life's winds is an asset we have given as humans. It
requires a huge amount of introspection and self
development but if worked daily it makes our lives
much more easier.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK

AR
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/feathers


I started using this medium right when COVID
lockdowns came into place. Far away from home and
family, I felt the need to read about other people's
experiences during such challenging times for me to find
inspiration and to get a sense of not being alone. The
need to feel I wasn't the only one afraid.

Finding inspiration primarily in The New Yorker
narratives, the use of collages helped me to tell my story
while staying on the backstage (using different imagery
during a time I felt too vulnerable to express myself
through the most personal medium which is my
paintings).

IDENTITY
COLLAGES



Collage: Paper, Paint, Acrylic on 
Canvas

Size: 24 W x 36 H x 1 in
Year: 2020

NEW NORMAL

This art piece was created inspired in the process of
adapting to a new normality and all the feelings and
thoughts that we're currently dealing with as a society.
The stress to face many challenges within a short
period of time, the inability to control our surroundings
and how we use different resources to cope with this
while at the same time maintaining hopes for the
future.

This collage and mixed media is composed with pieces
from all volumes of the New Yorker magazine from
2019. Interesting to note how a current experience in
2020 can be portrayed with 2019 material, texts and
cartoons.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/new-normal


Collage: Paper, Paint, Acrylic on Canvas
Size: 16 W x 20 H x 1 in

Year: 2020

ON THE VERGE OF 30

30 is a year we've been instructed to regard as a
milestone in our lives, but more than once I've heard
from 30+ friends that is not that of a big deal. Well, I'm
turning 30 next year and 2020 has given me time (lots
of it) to reflect and appreciate what I've achieved,
where I am and where I want to be. Knowledge leads us
to improvement but it comes with a price; and the price
I'm paying is having my mind more restless than ever...
for good, and bad. This collage represents many of my
most recent thoughts: the speed of time, the meaning
of being a woman, my role in society and society in my
role, self esteem, seasons, highs and lows.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/on-the-verge-of-30


Collage: Paper, Paint, Acrylic on Canvas
Size: 16 W x 20 H x 1 in

Year: 2020

UNPRECEDENTED TIMES

2020 is a year for the books, and it’s not over yet. The
challenges and learnings will still be present down the
road and we need to keep our minds open to perform
adaptation if we want to survive as a whole. This
requires a collective effort, just like a collage, where
each piece builds up the semantics needed for a
permanent change.

SUBJECT MATTER

LINK TO ARTWORK
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https://theabstractjourney.com/products/unprecedented-times


EXPERIMENTAL



TECHNIQUES



It all started with the need of constantly searching for
new methods, mediums and subject matters. I was
feeling stuck when working on a new canvas and the
creativity did not seem to find me working.

I decided to challenge myself with a medium I thought
easy but that didn't take too much time for  me to
realize that a big contributor of my creative block was
the fact that I was taking painting for granted. 

I'm using digital as a catalyst to be aware of the fact
that improvement is alway a must and that I should
avoid at all cost to take for granted my learnings as an
intrinsic part of my creative process.

IDENTITY
DIGITAL



Giclée Paper thickness: 10.3 mil
Year: 2021

DIGITAL GILÉE PRINTS

LINK TO ARTWORKS

https://theabstractjourney.com/collections/art-fresh?filter.v.price.gte=&filter.v.price.lte=&filter.p.product_type=Digital+Art&sort_by=best-selling
https://theabstractjourney.com/collections/art-fresh?filter.v.price.gte=&filter.v.price.lte=&filter.p.product_type=Digital+Art&sort_by=best-selling


Blue has always have a special meaning in life. It can
portray positive and negative feelings equally (take
Picasso's Blue Period for instance. Very intense
portraits). It also used to portray economic wealth due
to the difficulty to obtain this color. 

Ultimately and due to all it represents, blue is one of the
most powerful color I've found throughout my artist
journey. On this collection I wanted to explore a new
technique (Cyanotype printing) and I discover it is one
way I can use a deep hue of blue that actually make my
mind calm while combining it with botanical images.

IDENTITY
CYANOTYPE



Painting: Cyanotype print on mixed media paper
Size: 7 W x 10 H (no frame)  │ 8.5 W x 11 H (with frame)

Year: 2021

CYANOTYPES



REPRESENTED BY

https://galeriaazur.es/


AS SEEN IN

https://www.houseandgarden.co.uk/
https://www.wherearethewomenartists.com/directory/




Photo by TL Robertson Photography

¨In una vita troppo facile, 
l'immaginazione non si sviluppa¨

 
Artemisia Gentileschi

www.theabstractjourney.com @theabstractjourney

https://alquicirafineart.com/
https://www.instagram.com/alquicirafineart/?hl=en

